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---

(1) What are the top 3-5 themes you hear from employers in your sector related to workforce development?

- Employers report immediate needs for educators across a few key role types and endorsements within the education sector, specifically for educators who identify as Black, Indigenous, or a Person of Color (BIPOC), those with Special Education endorsements, or with Dual Language endorsements. Because of the 2018 Washington State Inclusionary Practices Project (IPP) to increase student access to core instruction and general education settings, many more students with IEPs are now served in general education settings for 80% or more of the school day. This requires the teacher workforce to be trained to best support students with learning disabilities to meet their needs in an integrated learning environment. The core value of OSPI’s commitment to equity led to an increased need for BIPOC educators as the overwhelming majority of the teacher population and administration is White, while the student population is over 50% students of color. The need for increased numbers in both the paraeducator role and substitute role is also a priority as it is one of the best methods for sourcing local talented educators from within the community and providing much-needed in-classroom support as classroom sizes have gotten larger.

- Employers also comment on the fact that there needs to be a gentle and caring handoff between stages of the journey for a prospective educator across the different pathways from recruitment to a program, completion of a certificate and or degree, to employment within a district and progression in their growth professional development. A key need is for better bridges between programs and working collaboratively.

---

(2a) What are the 3-6 occupations that employers in your sector indicate should be high-priority for workforce development to help meet their hiring needs?

- SPED endorsed teachers
- Bilingual/MLL endorsed educators
- Thriving BIPOC educators
- Certificated paraeducators

(2b) Which career-connected learning programs are effectively meeting the hiring needs of employers in your sector?

- The Bridges Program of WSU Tri-Cities
- NAKIA Academy for BIPOC Mentors
- ESD-U is training and certificating SPED endorsed educators
- Seattle Teacher Residency and the WEA’s residency program are doing the most in regard to on-the-job training of teacher candidates
- Teaching Academies using the Recruit WA Teachers curriculum are building pathways for certification that could be expanded
- Puget Sound ESD’s Para to Full cert pathway program is supporting Highline and local districts build out pathways for paraeducators of color to become fully certificated
(2c) Which career connected learning programs could be adjusted, expanded, or scaled to other regions to meet the hiring needs of employers in your sector?

There is a strong need to grow and diversify the pathways of WA educators entering the profession. Below is a list of programs that could be adjusted, scaled or expanded to meet those needs:

- The Nakia Academy for Mentors of Color
- Seattle Teacher Residency Program
- WEA’s Residency Program
- Puget Sound ESD’s Paraeducator to Full Cert Pathway for BIPOC Educators pathway (which could potentially specialize to other high needs endorsements (Dual language, SPED))
- Recruit WA teachers
- Teaching Academies that include para-certification
- Higher education institutions expanding their pathways to include residency models
- Expansion or revisioning of the Paraeducator registered Apprenticeship Program to be an Advanced Paraeducator Program that supports districts to train educators while earning a BA

(2d) Which career connected learning programs should be developed to meet the hiring needs of employers in your sector?

We recommend the following:

- Paraeducator to full certification pathways for high-needs endorsements and teacher demographics by region (SPED, Dual language, BIPOC)
- Replication and or expansion of the ESD-U model, especially in rural areas
- Additional residency or apprenticeship programs in higher education
- An integrated CE-CP-CL continuum in a region
- BIPOC professional development and leadership retention

(3) What are the top 3-5 approaches you recommend to increase participation of underrepresented students in your sector’s high priority occupations?

- Recruiting and retaining more educators of color to then become leaders of color in education spaces. We recommend prioritizing pathways for certification and professional development programming to support their needs to yield a better representation of the teacher workforce for students to see themselves in the profession. We also recommend funding programming that impacts the growth and development of mentors and leaders of color so that pre-service and early career teachers also have representation of longevity in their career and paths forward they can follow or expand.
- Increasing the number of pathways towards certification in more rural areas. We recommend supporting local grow-your-own efforts that can offer courses and training opportunities at local high schools or districts to better recruit local talent to learn and then teach in their communities.
- More intentional community and coalition building among educational stakeholders in the region to better address gaps and plan for future opportunities that directly impact underrepresented groups.